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New book, My Name Is Wonder,
filled with Wisdom and Joy
JUNE 8, 2016: SANTA FE, NM—The
unlikely combination of an adventurous goat
named Wonder and a crow spirit guide named
Mac Craack presents itself in a new book by
Ronald Chapman, My Name Is Wonder: A Tale
of Adventure (ISBN 978-1-938288-78-4,
$19.95, 172 pages, paperback, September
2016). Led by their mixture of curiosity and
wisdom, the two companions embark on a
fascinating journey in search of the unknown
and the sacred. Readers everywhere will be
inspired by the uplifting and light-filled story
of this modern-day parable.
Like the long tradition before it in the history
of spirituality, My Name Is Wonder makes imaginative use of allegory
throughout to further teaching and learning that can guide us all. Readers
will find references clearly linked to Christianity, Buddhism, and the Tao as
well as mystical perspectives that cross the boundaries of individual religions.
Best of all, the novel is infused with a degree of magical realism that makes it
perfectly suited to the desert Southwest.

Learn more about My Name
Is Wonder and author
Ronald Chapman:
www.MyNameIsWonder.com
www.TerraNovaBooks.com/
browse-authors.html#
RonaldChapman
www.facebook.com/seeingtrue

The book is published by Terra Nova Books (www.TerraNovaBooks.com), an
independent publisher in Santa Fe, New Mexico, whose books are distributed
to the trade by SCB Distributors of Gardena, California (800-729-6423).
Ronald Chapman has a master’s degree in social welfare and is a leadership and
organizational development consultant and facilitator. As an internationally
accredited motivational speaker, he presents workshops on forgiveness and
spiritual healing. Among his other publications is the novel, A Killer’s Grace,
also published by Terra Nova Books. He lives in Atlanta, Georgia.
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